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Prologue: The Evolving Discipline of Influence
We live in a sea of influence, and in a society that places an increased value on the functions that apply
it. Whether in the form of communications, commercial marketing, social media punditry, sales,
political strategy, or military information/operations, those who practice influence for a living are the
undisputed stewards of trust, authenticity, reputation, credibility, brand, sentiment and thus
competitive advantage.
But despite this remarkable emphasis on influence, we know remarkably little about how it is employed,
much less the consequences of its application. This can be attributed in large part to a dearth of
systems by which influence is managed and measured. Influence practitioners lack the clarity of a
chemist’s periodic table, the elegance of a musician’s notation system, the practicality of an
accountant’s Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, and the expediency of a fighter pilot’s brevity
code. In the absence of these constructs, influence practitioners continue to ply their trades from a
deficit—comparably ignorant of their parameters and potentials.
The Playmaker Influence Decision System 2.0 – anchored by The Standard Table of Influence™, a
streamlined Standard Cycles of Influence™, and a more robust Standard Factors of Influence™ –
describes precisely what influence professionals do, how they do it, and the likely outcomes of their
actions. All in a concise, unprecedented and easy-to-use ontology.
It doesn’t matter if you’re a battle-hardened political wonk, a sage marketer, or an analytics-driven
salesperson; nor does it matter your age, nationality or culture. This white paper explains the
irreducible elements of influence that empower you to practice your craft more effectively, efficiently
and ethically.

Alan D. Kelly
CEO & Founder, Playmaker Systems, LLC
akelly@playmakersystems.com
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Synopsis: A Simpler System
The Playmaker Influence Decision System 2.0 is a patented (U.S. Patent No. 8,245,157) three-part
decision system for professionals in communication, social media, marketing, sales, politics and
information warfighting. Acclaimed by business and academic leaders as a breakthrough ontology, it
gives influencers the ability to pinpoint and manage the strategies of their marketplace with
unprecedented clarity and efficiency. It builds upon The Playmaker’s Standard, the first complete
taxonomy of influence as originally presented in Alan Kelly’s landmark book, The Elements of Influence:
The New and Essential System for Managing Competition, Reputation, Brand, and Buzz (Dutton/Plume
2006).
The 2.0 system is the result of six years of client and university testing and a year-long review by
Playmaker Systems, parent company of The Playmaker Influence Decision System. During this time,
Playmaker Systems called upon the collective experience of the firm, its client-users, graduate students,
and other advisors to simplify and streamline the firm’s influence ontology.
The end result is with a system and ontology with the following characteristics and benefits:












A more efficient taxonomy, with the creation of an Independent Class, the removal of the
Detach class, revised and renamed subclasses, and the reclassification of eight influence
stratagems (a.k.a., influence plays).
An exhaustive set of 24 irreducibly unique influence plays, reduced from 25.
A symmetrically elegant tabular taxonomy.
An easier to use and more intuitive system, augmented with color-coded subclasses.
A redefined X-axis on The Standard Table of Influence.
A newly defined Y-axis on The Standard Table of Influence.
Revised Risk/Reward ratings of plays and surrogates.
Revised Transparency ratings of plays and surrogates.
A richer ontology with improved decision-support functions, notably the addition of
Collaboration recommendations to the system’s Pro Guidance™ feature.
The Playcaller™ app for iPhone and iPad.
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The Basics: Defining Influence Strategy
For the better part of a century, strategy has grown up in the industrial age, but as a field of study and as
an applied discipline it struggles in the modern era. Why? Because strategy as we know it is about the
management of tangible assets — hard goods to make and to market.
But the world has changed. As quickly as we’ve entered the information society we are already passing
through what many call the knowledge society and are now confronting a new era marked by creativity.
We are no longer concerned just with physical things, like steel, ships and tortilla chips. Our world today
is centered on brand, reputation, credibility, trust, values and other maddeningly amorphous concepts.
These are the drivers of value — just ask Coke, Apple, Lady Gaga and Barack Obama.
To manage these new assets demands a commensurate evolution in the thinking behind strategy and its
applications. In business, it is lately called Nonmarket Strategy, thanks to David Bach and David Allen. In
military, it is called Nonkinetics, a product of soft-power advocates designed to win hearts and minds
over stateless competitors. And where intangibles are best understood– in communications, social
media, marketing, sales and politics — we have proposed Influence Strategy as an underlying discipline.
What’s missing — then and now — is a clear and clean articulation of strategy as a system. From Sun
Tzu to Michael Porter, we have enjoyed so many principles, rules and lists, but no frameworks by which
to manage and measure strategy, no complete ontologies. We have operated like chemists without a
periodic table, like biologists without a phylogenetic tree or, more simply, like musicians without a
notation system.
So to bring full meaning and maturity to the strategy of intangibles requires a rigorous inspection and
organization of the work of communicators, social media managers, marketers, salespeople, politicos
and military I/O officers, among other practitioners of influence. It requires both the development of a
system and the discovery of the simplest building blocks of influence. And it requires a basic
determination to sharpen the stubbornly blurred lines of social science.
Whether we operate in the vestiges of the information economy, the girth of the knowledge society, or
the beginnings of a creative renaissance, we know today that influence and strategy are central drivers
of marketplaces and that, accordingly, we urgently require a system and a standard by which to manage
them.
We are overdue for a system that is tuned for the stewards of intangible assets. Our answer is a
definitive ontology we call The Playmaker Influence Decision System. It’s supported by a taxonomy we
call The Standard Table of Influence. And it’s comprised by the first fully described set of irreducibly
unique units of influence, 24 influence strategies or what we call plays.
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Influence Strategy: Let’s Call It a Discipline
Plays are everywhere. Like the mobile signals that saturate our wireless world, they engulf us. Whether
as consumers of marketed products and services or as marketers of the products and services we
consume, plays are the currency of every developed society where communications, social media,
marketing, sales, politics and information warfare operate. So it’s only logical that the management and
execution of plays should be thought of as a discipline. Let’s call it what it is: Influence Strategy.
Because whether as friends, foes or fence-sitters, we are all at once the topic and topics of plays.
Every organization and every person runs plays to improve their position in busy marketplaces. Some
do it for competitive advantage. Some do it for mutual benefit. Some do it well. Some try to avoid it.
Some do it directly. Some use surrogates. Some run one play at a time. Some run many all at once.
Almost all do so on instinct, and sometimes with the support of stated objectives, policies and
augmenting research.
Whether as soaring rhetoric, like Martin Luther King, Jr.’s I Have a Dream speech, or nervy deeds, like
the lone Chinese dissident taunting the tanks of Tiananmen Square, influence strategies are the bridges
that take us from what we wish would happen to what we do to get it. Every advertisement is
constructed and explained by influence strategy. So is every sales pitch, political ploy, marketing blitz,
social media salvo, activist attack, and legal brief. So is every Al-Jazeera broadcast audio recording,
every utterance on state-run Chinese TV, every message board quip and jihadi video post. Every effort
whose core motivation is to prod, position or persuade, whether as a collaboration or competition, is
based on and executed through influence strategy.
If you run plays — and who doesn’t — you are a practitioner in the discipline of influence strategy.
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What’s an Influence Play? Definition and Criteria
At the core of The Playmaker Influence Decision System 2.0 is the basic unit of practice, the influence
play, and the criteria by which myriad forms of influence may be judged. In that interest, system
architects offer this revised definition:
Influence Play def., /infloons pla/ n. 1. A stratagem, irreducibly unique, employed by a person,
organization or surrogate to improve mutual or competitive advantage through methods and means
of influence. (Syn. Play, Influence Strategy, Influence Stratagem).
To be considered an influence play, candidate stratagems have been subjected to meet these simple
yet comprehensive criteria:
1. UNIQUE. Embodies a single strategy of influence (e.g., reordering as found in the Recast
play).
2. IRREDUCIBLE. Cannot be described by two or more plays (e.g., smoking out a rival is a Jam +
Bait).
3. FINITE. Cannot be described in degrees (e.g., frequency, depth, humor).
Figure 1: Influence Play Criteria

Against these criteria there are, in our experience and judgment, 24 qualified influence stratagems.
Over time, more influence plays may be added as the management of intangibles assets evolves.
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Updates Explained: A History of the 2.0 Review Process
If you’re new to the Playmaker ontology, the following sections may be of keen interest as they describe
changes made from the inaugural 1.0 system to the new 2.0 system. If you’re a Playmaker client,
graduate student, or system contributor, you’ll see much of your handiwork – and the handiwork you’ve
allowed us to test on you – born out in full detail.

De-Emphasizing ACE: The Rise of the Subclasses
The familiar top-level classification of the “ACE” model – “Assess,” “Condition,” “Engage” – was the
original point of emphasis of the 1.0 system. And ACE certainly had its strengths. Client-users benefited
with three simple classes. The ACE model is semantically elegant and matches the natural flow of an
influence campaign, particularly with respect to sales and the selling process. But ACE’s dominance was
out of proportion to our field experience, particularly in the setting of classrooms and client clinics.
Client-users and students gravitated toward the subclasses, often skipping over ACE and focusing
instead on a subclass. “I’m running plays from the frame subclass,” or “My rival is attacking me,” they
might conclude. That the Frame subclass belonged to the Condition class was an afterthought—
intellectually interesting but seemingly irrelevant in the matter of campaign planning or marketplace
deconstructions.
With this experience, Playmaker Systems de-emphasized the dominance of Assess, Condition and
Engage through design techniques, adding directional chevrons in between the classes while dulling
their colored headings and shrinking their font (see Figure 1).
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Figure 2: Subclasses Emphasized

System Reconsidered: Renaming the Subclasses
With the visual prominence of the subclasses firmly fixed, Playmaker consultants looked more closely at
the nature of the subclasses. Basic research questions were asked: Were the subclasses wholly
accurate? Could they be explained better? The answers were, Yes, and in the most striking change of
The Standard Table of Influence from version 1.0 to version 2.0, one subclass was eliminated, two
subclasses were renamed, and eight plays saw either their taxonomical position change or their subclass
housing renamed. They are explained in the following sections.
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The Updated Test Subclass and the Reclassification of Pause
Like a chemical reaction where one change triggers another, the early realization that a sole stratagem
was misplaced in The Standard Table of Influence’s taxonomy kick-started the 2.0 system review
process. For context, Playmaker Systems had long scrutinized the Pause play as a member of the Detach
subclass in system 1.0. Although decidedly low-engagement, analysts observed that to Pause is to be
engaged in a marketplace, if only to monitor events passively. As such, the Pause stratagem could not
be a Detach subclass play; it had to be reclassified.
Thankfully, the logical subclass to which the Pause would be reclassified – Test – was already in place.
Hence, the Pause was shifted to the Testing column, joining the Ping and Trial Balloons plays. But the
relocation of the Pause laid bare a second imperfection in the system—that the Pass play, now
widowed, stood alone in the Detach subclass and, as such, was a glaring taxonomic flaw.
Figure 3: The Updated Test Subclass with the Reclassification of Pause
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Reconciling Pass and the Creation of an Independent Category
To solve the stranded Pass play conundrum, Playmaker consultants questioned the play’s core
proposition: Is it indeed an influence stratagem?
With the benefit of six years testing, analysts concluded that it is. The strategy of passing in an
influence-based environment, whether by disengaging from a rhetorical situation – e.g., opting not to
address a rival’s verbal insult – or disengaging from a market more operational in nature – e.g., IBM
leaving the PC market in 2004 – has obvious influence properties to justify its continued inclusion.
Still, to qualify as a member of the Assess subclass, the Pass stratagem should rightly have a lowengagement assessing quality. Yet to withdraw from a marketplace – i.e., to pass – is not to assess,
consultants argued; the Pass, however legitimate as an influence strategy, had to be reclassified. And if
Pass was no longer to be an Assess class play, where would it be located?
Looking for the Pass’s natural home in The Standard Table of Influence, Playmaker Systems considered
the creation of an unaffiliated category. Due to the unique qualities of the Pass – and in deference to
the possibility that future plays may fall outside of the hitherto defined play classes – an independent
category was created into which Pass was then placed.
Taxonomically distinct from the system’s classes and subclasses, the independent category sits apart
from the body of The Standard Table 2.0 so as to avoid confusion with the Table’s other defined
structures. With Pass’s new home in the independent category – and with Pause’s new home in the
Test subclass – Playmaker consultants removed the Detach subclass, reducing the columns of organized
plays from eight to seven (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4: The New Independent Category

The Reclassification of Draft
The Draft stratagem was a source of ongoing scrutiny in Playmaker circles. System consultants had long
questioned the Draft’s compound nature and contemplated is disqualification as an irreducible
stratagem. To Draft, it was argued, is to first employ a Crowd play (the following component) and then
to employ a Trump play (the overtaking component). Again, Playmaker consultants recalled myriad
examples from client applications. They noted that the parasitic quality of the Draft – whereby a player
deliberately mimics and saps the energy of a leader – was unique. No other play set out to siphon off
the resources of another player, nor could it be explained by the Crowd + Trump harmonic.1 With this
evidence in hand, the Draft was retained in The Standard Table of Influence 2.0. But the same could not
be said for its classified position.

1

Harmonic. def., A pair or trio of plays and surrogates that are employed together to achieve a nuanced and more powerful effect.
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During the review process for Draft, consultants questioned whether the Draft was, per se, more
preparatory than predatory. It did not have the common characteristics of Preempt subclass plays—
namely the ability to role-reverse and turn and attack (the Crazy Ivan) and turn the tables (the Trump).
Likewise, it seemed dissimilar to Provoke subclass plays, namely the ability to parade about (the
Peacock); chide and deride (the Call Out); and taunt and trap (the Bait). As such, the Draft seemed more
at home in the Press subclass, whereby a player presses into or asserts its position in a marketplace.

Figure 5: Draft in Press
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The New Preempt Subclass and its Two Plays
During the 1.0 trial period, the notion of preempting both captivated and vexed system architects.
Preempting, in its most basic form, seemed taxonomically unique; in fact, savvy adherents to the
system correctly pointed out that the Lantern play – classified under the Freeze subclass – had a
preemptive quality, as did the Peacock, Crazy Ivan, and the Trump play (formerly known as the Preempt
play, see p. 17 for details of this name change). So could Preempt stand on its own? Could it be a
subclass? The answer, again, was Yes. The act of preempting was deemed to be sufficient taxonomical
unique and to merit its inclusion into The Standard Table 2.0. Now in the Preempt subclass reside these
two plays:


CRAZY IVAN. The Crazy Ivan stratagem, formerly of the now defunct Attack subclass and
defined as “the deliberate acceleration of an impending threat or attack,” is a maneuver of
absolute preemption. The term “Crazy Ivan” itself is derived from Soviet submarine warfare,
whereby a stalked nuclear submarine hastens the terms of battle by making a 180-degree turn
and preemptively engaging the submarine which is stalking it.2



TRUMP. The Trump stratagem, formerly of the now defunct Attack subclass and defined as
“action or communication that usurps another player’s position or platform,” is the purest of
the preemptive plays. This is, of course, due to the fact that in System 1.0, the Trump was
formerly called the Preempt. However, with the “Preempt”-designation now assigned to a
subclass, it had to be renamed. Luckily, this was an easy exercise. The word “trump”3 was long
listed in the 1.0 system’s Related Terms section. And various other influence phenomena, such
as “turning the tables,” “one-upping,” “leap-frogging” and “stealing the thunder” all were just as
accurately – if not more accurately – described by trumping.

As for the other plays with preemptive qualities – e.g., the Lantern and the Peacock – the review process
determined that while these plays do, indeed, have preemptive traits, they were secondary to the
subclass traits in which they currently reside: the Lantern in Freeze, and the Peacock in Provoke,
respectively.

2

Though the term Crazy Ivan dates back to the Cold War, it was popularized in the 1990 cinema classic The Hunt for Red October, starring Sir
Sean Connery.
3
With the renaming of Preempt to Trump, system architects must point out that at no point did the various exploits of the property developercum-media darling, Donald Trump, play into our consideration in renaming the play.
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Figure 6: Preempt Subclass with Crazy Ivan and Trump

The New Provoke Subclass and its Three Plays
Like preempting, the notion of provoking was also observed to have taxonomic inimitability. During the
System 1.0 years, the concept was sufficiently explained by the Bait play – which resided in the Lure
subclass – and as such, did not merit its own taxonomical distinction. But throughout the 2.0 review
process, system consultants were determined to go where the research lead them. And the research
demonstrated that both the Peacock and Call Out stratagems, in addition to the Bait, had rooted aspects
of provocation. As such, a Provoke subclass was created to house these three plays:


PEACOCK. The Peacock stratagem, formerly of the Press subclass and defined as “the
unsolicited promotion of novelty or innovation,” was never at home in the more staid Press
subclass. The Peacock’s preening quality was judged many times to elicit a counter-Peacock
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from the targeted player. As such, and in the absence of a “stunt” subclass, the Peacock was
moved to the newly-created Provoke subclass.


CALL OUT. The Call Out stratagem, formerly of the now defunct Attack subclass and defined as
“mockery or moral indignation directed at a player or its position,” was a natural fit in the newly
created Provoke subclass. Generally speaking, the act of Calling Out a targeted player
oftentimes elicits a response.



BAIT. The Bait stratagem, formerly of the now defunct Lure subclass and defined as “the
provocation of a player to act against its self-interest,” is the most worthy of inclusion into the
newly-named Provoke subclass. Like the Call Out, the Bait does not always prompt a counterplay, but its purpose is indeed to provoke.

Figure 7: Provoke Subclass with Peacock, Call Out and Bait

The Dissolution of the Lure Subclass and Reclassification of Challenge
Over time, and especially during the 2.0 review process, system consultants came to question the
naming convention of the Lure subclass. Luring implies a kind of coaxing by one player inward or
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toward the focal player employing the stratagem. By this definition, the Challenge play – formerly
housed within the Lure subclass and whose core purpose is to inspire target players to go forth, or
outward – seemed misplaced. Luring, in other words, was increasingly seen as an attribute that the
Peacock, Call Out and Bait stratagems possessed (as described in the Provoke section above). As such,
the Challenge play, formerly of the now defunct Lure subclass and defined as, “the suggestion or
exhortation by a player to adopt or modify a position,” was added with ease to the Press subclass.

Figure 8: Press Subclass with Challenge
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System Explained: Improvements and Clarifications
Beyond the additions, dissolutions and reclassifications as explained in the preceding sections, the 2.0
review process yielded smaller improvements and clarifications. Though no less significant, these
amplifications are generally thought to enhance and perfect. They are summarily detailed below.
The Ordering of the Subclasses
Once system architects were satisfied with the renaming of the subclasses and the re-categorizing of its
plays, they were obliged to examine their degree of engagement ranking, left-to-right. To do this, they
assigned a number between 1 and 5 to each play within each subclass, from lowest to highest
engagement. They then added the sum of each play’s engagement rankings and divided by the number
of plays within the class to determine an average rating.
This simple exercise revealed that the Test subclass had the lowest engagement rating, while the
Provoke subclass had the highest.

Axis Redefined: X-Axis as Degree of Engagement
In The Standard Table 1.0, the horizontal X-axis was defined as degree of interaction, with ordered plays
increasing from left-to-right. While not inaccurate, system architects determined that the degree of a
play’s judged engagement better explained the left-to-right nature of The Table and was more in step
with industry’s focus on stakeholder engagement.
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Figure 9: X-axis Degree of Engagement

Axis Discovered: Y-Axis as Degree of Transparency
The clarification of the vertical Y-axis is a milestone in The Standard Table’s evolution. Originally
ordered according to “ease-of-use” in System 1.0 (i.e., the degree to which a play is more or less difficult
to employ), this characteristic seemed both irrelevant to client-users and students and an anemic
articulation of a critical dimension. Accordingly, the Y-axis was given more serious thought.
Degree of Prevalence was briefly considered but quickly discarded; a play’s prevalence might be high in
one market but low in another. A second consideration was an Alpha/Beta rating whereby plays could
be ranked according to their use as alpha plays (i.e., overarching strategies) or beta plays (i.e.,
supporting strategies). But this construct was also abandoned due to its highly subjective nature.
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Focusing again on simplicity and ease-of-use, system architects coalesced around the idea of
transparency, where stratagems are ordered from top-to-bottom as a function of observable motivation
(i.e., their degree of transparency).
To determine each play’s degree of transparency, analysts devised a simple formula for client-users and
focus groups to rank the plays from 1 to 5, with 1 being the most transparent and 5 being the least. The
following graphic illustrates the results:

Figure 10: Y-axis as Degree of Transparency | Figure 11: Y-axis with Numerical Rankings

While a play’s vertical position is subject to interpretation, the transparency rating is thought to be a
stable metric, irrespective of marketplace or the condition and characteristics of any focal player. That
said, the blank spaces within the graphic above do offer an intriguing possibility: that there may yet be
other unearthed plays that fill the blanks spaces. This is simply an observation, however, and is not a
working theory that Playmaker Systems is currently pursuing.

Risks Understood: Reorganizing the Risk/Reward Matrix
Playmaker Systems’ understanding of Risk/Reward ratings matured considerably from the 2006
publication of The Elements of Influence to the 2012 launch of the 2.0 system. Careful study of clientuser’s and other players’ employment of certain stratagems in industries, governments and cultures
gave system architects with an expansive experience set against which to reconsider risk-reward ratings.
With these data in hand, a new matrix was commissioned that allows users to quickly and easily assess a
play’s or surrogate’s Risk/Reward values. Changes in the Risk/Reward matrix from 1.0 to 2.0 are further
explained below:
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Bait (BT) – High-risk/Medium-reward  High-risk/High-reward: Due to its provocative nature,
the Bait play has a higher degree of reward when successfully employed.



Bear Hug (BG) – Low-risk/Medium-reward  Medium-risk/Medium-reward: The Bear Hug’s
endorsing nature, whereby the focal player agrees, if only unexpectedly, has a higher risk profile.



Challenge (CH) – Medium-risk/Medium-reward  Low-risk/High-reward: The Challenge play’s
good-spirited and inspirational qualities make it lower risk and higher reward.



Crazy Ivan (CZ) – High-risk/Low-reward  High-risk/High-reward: Due to its game-changing
nature, the Crazy Ivan play – though rarely employed – has a higher degree of reward when
successfully employed.



Crowd (CW) – Low-risk/Medium-reward  Medium-risk/Low-reward: The act of joining in a
marketplace to dilute one’s advantage does not have the anticipated reward rating as originally
understood. Similarly, the Crowd’s downside – to be cast as a “me-too” player – is considerably
more consequential.



Deflect (DF) – Low-risk/Low-reward  Medium-risk/Low-reward: Due to the fact that Deflects
typically do not alter markets but merely buy a player time, this play’s reward factor is lower.
Similarly, the dismissive nature of the play and its inability to do more than buy time makes it a
higher-risk play to run, lest the focal player risk being seen as hiding the truth.



JAM (JM) – Medium-risk/Medium-reward  High-risk/Medium-reward: The Jam play’s
obstructionist characteristics have a higher degree of risk than originally understood.



Label (LB) – Low-risk/Medium-reward  Medium-risk/High-reward: The Label play has greater
risk, since it is often perceived as over-reaching, hyperbolic, or mean-spirited, particularly when
or if the Label is poorly applied. Similarly, the stratagem has higher risk than originally
understood due to the typically lasting effects of a well applied Label.



Mirror (MI) – Medium-risk/High-reward  Low-risk/High-reward: The crux of the Mirror play –
that it relies on factual evidence to contradict or re-set another player’s position – suggests that
the play merits a lower risk rating.



Pass (PS) – Low-risk/Medium-reward  Medium-risk/Medium-reward: The act of disengaging
in a marketplace – whether rhetorically or kinetically – is higher risk.
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Pause (PZ) – Low-risk/Medium-reward  Medium-risk/Low-reward: The downsides of the
Pause play’s inert qualities do not deserve a medium-reward rating. Similarly, the act of doing
nothing – i.e., pausing – is now understood to be higher risk.

Figure 12: Revised Risk/Reward Ratings

Patching the Leak: From Play to Variable
From the beginning, the Leak (LK) stratagem was debated by Playmaker Systems and users of the
ontology. At the core of the dispute was the doubt of its novelty. Some contended that the play –
especially as a diversionary maneuver – is indeed unique and deserves its preexisting position in The
Standard Table of Influence. Others, most notably the prominent communications industry
commentator Paul Holmes, argued that leaking – i.e., to selectively disclose privileged or confidential
information to a specified target – runs afoul of the irreducibility criterion (see pp. 9-10).
To resolve the dilemma, analysts recalled myriad examples from real market applications where
practitioners apply the play to restrict access. Though entirely strategic, it was realized that the Leak is
dimensionally different from the other 24 original plays insofar as it can be used to modify other plays.
The Leak play itself, it was observed, more closely resembled terms like Exclusivity, Medium and
Transparency in the Variables to Adjust section of the Standard Factors of Influence resource. With its
defining use centered on access, or the restriction thereof, it was moved from the Table to this list of
important variables.

The Fiat Expanded
Placement of the Draft stratagem into the Press subclass drew new attention onto to the neighboring
Fiat play. For years, system consultants derided the Fiat when describing its application to clients and
students. In large part, this was due to the stratagem’s overuse and abuse. The Fiat is, for better or for
worse, the default play of lazy influence strategists. Communicators, especially, often abuse the Fiat,
neglecting to consider the full spectrum of influence strategy options.
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That said, a review of the Fiat’s better qualities revealed that the nature of this declaratory play had
been overlooked, namely its characteristic as a play of power, authority, clarity and endorsement. As
such, memorable declarations such as, “I am the greatest,” (Muhammad Ali) and “I like Ike,” (Dwight D.
Eisenhower presidential campaign slogan), and “Today Apple is going to reinvent the phone. And here it
is!” (Steve Jobs debuting the iPhone) were under-represented by the Fiat’s characteristics. As such, its
range of uses under Pro Guidance has been expanded.

The Filter Re-Abbreviated
Midway through the System 2.0 review process, a new chemical element was added to the Periodic
Table of Chemical Elements. Its name? Flerovium. Its number? 114. Its symbol? “FL.” As such,
analysts opted to re-tag the Filter to “FI” to avoid overlaps in the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements.
Though it’s true that the Screen (SN) and Trial Balloon (TB) plays have duplicate appreciations in the
forms of Tin and Terbium, respectively, system architects are currently unable to settle on suitable
replacements. For the Screen, “SX” and “SS” were considered but were discarded due to their sexual
and Nazi overtones, respectively. “TN” and “TO” are currently under consideration for Trial Balloon.
These matters are expected to be resolved by the next system update.

Brevity Codes: Surrogate Acronyms Revised
With much of the emphasis on the 2.0 review process focused on ease-of-use and clarity, system
architects next turned their attention to the Surrogates. In The Elements of Influence and The Standard
Table 1.0, surrogates were intentionally given round-shaped icons to distinguish them from the system’s
plays. Surrogates, after all, are not plays but players who can be enlisted to employ them.
Having graphically represented the surrogate icons as distinct in 1.0, Playmaker Systems felt it
appropriate to acronymically distinguish them from plays in 2.0. With that in mind, the two-letter
surrogate acronyms were given three-letter abbreviations as follows:




Partner (PN) Partner (PAR)
Proxy (PX) Proxy (PXY)
Plant (PT)  Plant (PNT)
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Figure 13: Surrogate Grouping with 3-letter Abbreviation

With the three-letter abbreviations in place, system users may now differentiate between player and
play, particularly when conducting coding exercises. For example:




A Partner employing a Bait  PAR + BT
A Proxy employing a Recast  PXY + RC
A Plant employing a Red Herring  PNT + RD

Playing Nice: Adding Collaboration to a Competitive System
As early as 2007, system architects became aware of an imbalance in the ontology. “Where are the
collaborative plays?” asked the University of Maryland’s now-retired Professor James Grunig, a giant of
communication scholarship. Later, in 2010, Witold Henisz of The University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School of Business observed that the system has notably bilateral characteristics, perhaps to a fault.
Playmaker architects agreed. The original system only gave users options for countering plays that were
run against them, presumably by rival players. It did not account for plays that could also be run to
collaborate, support or advance existing initiatives in a marketplace for a focal player’s benefit,
presumably by allied players.
In 2010, Playmaker analysts worked to rectify this deficiency. Tapping into a multi-year experience base,
they augmented the decision system with a new set of options for collaborating with each of the
system’s then 25 discreet plays. Juxtaposed with the original options for countering plays, the system’s
expanded body of response recommendations – now termed Pro Guidance™ – broadened a user’s
ability to not only fight or dilute a play, but to help or accelerate it.
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Hitting for the Cycle: An Improved Standard Cycles of Influence
While much of this white paper is focused on The Standard Table, both incremental and considerable
changes were made to the entire Playmaker Influence Decision System, including its supporting
resources. A signature achievement of this revision of the Standard Cycles of Influence – known in 1.0
as The Playmaker’s Process – is its consolidation of five steps to four and the development of a cyclebased process to model the naturally iterative and non-linear nature of field-level influence strategy.
Retired Marine Col. Michael Daily, now with a leading provider of management and technology
consulting services to the U.S. government in defense, intelligence, and civil markets, and Prof. Don
Stacks of the University of Miami, each offered critical insights that spurred this new re-design, what is
now called Standard Cycles of Influence.
This multi-step methodology illustrates the stages of influence management—from research to the
conception of a play to its simulation, application, reaction and counter-reaction. It describes in macro
and micro forms the continuous cycle of positioning, re-positioning and de-positioning of competitors
and collaborators alike.
At first glance, the Standard Cycles of Influence resource may appear more complex given the inclusion
of a second player in the bicyclical model and third and fourth players in the tricyclic model. However,
the 2.0 process is decidedly more accurate and easier to use, as explained in the graphic below.
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Figure 14: Updated Standard Cycles of Influence
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The Complete Package: An Improved Standard Factors of Influence
In The Playmaker’s Standard 1.0, the Factors at Play resource was arguably the most underappreciated
component of the system, perhaps due to The Standard Table’s inherent novelty. But its value was not
unnoticed, and in 2.0, the Factors at Play resource got a major makeover.
To begin, Factors at Play has been renamed Standard Factors of Influence against the reasoning that this
appellation is more descriptive and alludes to the resource’s belonging to a higher-level order of
influence strategy management. In addition, the resource’s factors were re-sorted into more concise
categories that account for monitoring, measurement, nuance, targets and conditions, as follows:


RESEARCH TO CONDUCT – Means and modes for monitoring and measuring the plays of your
marketplace.



VARIABLES TO ADJUST – Factors you can control to optimize and nuance your plays and their
effects.



STAKEHOLDERS TO TARGET – Players and media that run the plays—for you, with you, or against
you.



CONDITIONS TO CONSIDER – Assets, policies and X-factors that are common to your
marketplace but often beyond your immediate control.
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Figure 15: Updated Standard Factors of Influence

Plays for Naught: A History of False Readings
There are many strategies of influence, but the objective of the 2.0 system is to identify, qualify, order
and explicate an exhaustive and richly detailed ontology of irreducibly unique stratagems. Without this,
the system would become unserviceable as a standard to the industries of influence, judged as a
contrivance, or both.
In the 2.0 review process, architects believed that new stratagems would emerge. Surely, with the
proliferation of social media, the omnipresence of political campaigning, and a military establishment
finally coming to terms with information warfare and counter-insurgency communications, there was a
rich case library to tap. It was not to be; at least not yet.
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Below, listed alphabetically, are the candidate plays that were considered for admission into 2.0. These
stratagems were ultimately rejected due to their inability to satisfy the criteria for an influence play. In
most cases, candidate plays were determined to be harmonics, synonyms of existing plays, or conditions
and variables of the Standard Factors of Influence resource.
a. A play called the Echo (aka, amplify, copy, parrot, relay, replay, repeat, re-Tweet)
The strategy of a player repeating or passing along the play of another enticed system architects
as the Twitter-inspired phenomenon of re-Tweeting swept social media. But the play was
rejected on the basis that the act, deliberate or unwitting, of echoing another play is or must be
the same play or a variant play run by a surrogate. By example, a Label play run by a focal player
and repeated by a surrogate might be a Label + Partner or a Label + Proxy.
b. A play called the Like (aka, endorse, flatter, praise, include, support)
The possibility of a play, perhaps called Like, briefly grabbed the attention of Playmaker Systems
as the Facebook action of “liking” one’s status or post became ubiquitous in social media
channels. However, the play was rejected on the basis that a mere endorsement – the act of
Liking – conforms to the definitions and parameters of the Fiat stratagem.
For context, Playmaker Systems has long experimented with or considered the existence of other
candidate influence stratagems. During the writing of The Elements of Influence, approximately a dozen
other candidate stratagems were considered for inclusion but ultimately rejected. Below are some
examples:
Figure 16: Rejected Candidate Plays from System 1.0

Smoke Out – To force a player to engage in play action – i.e., to smoke out someone – was
observed to be a harmonic of two or more existing plays. It was also seen to be a function
of repetition and frequency, and thus housed in the Standard Factors of Influence
resource.

Bridge – To alter the context or criteria of a discussion – i.e., to bridge – was judged to be
a related term of the Recast play or a combination of the Bear Hug + Recast harmonic.
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Flop – As a means of strategic deception, the Flop was observed to be a synonym of Red
Herring. It might be also be explained as a Pass + Red Herring harmonic.

Fan – To call attention to or to further incite interest around an idea or event in a
marketplace – i.e., to fan the flames – was thought to be a function of volume, repetition
or frequency, and thus housed in the Standard Factors of Influence resource.

Peck – The concept that a player or idea might be submitted to benign yet repeated
inspection or provocation – i.e., to be pecked by ducks– was observed to be a function of
repetition and frequency and thus housed in the Standard Factors of Influence resource.
Flood – To bombard a marketplace with information – i.e., to flood the market – was seen
to be a harmonic of two or more existing plays and a function of repition and frequency.
It is housed in the Standard Factors of Influence resource.

Gangplank – The idea that a player might be forced to make a move – i.e., to walk the
gang plank – was observed to be a harmonic of numerous existing plays, such as the Bait +
Challenge.

Amplify – The idea that a player’s position might be enlargened or intensified – i.e., “to
amplify” – was observed to be a function of volume, repetition and frequency, and thus
housed in the Standard Factors of Influence.

Plays Under Study: The Makings of 3.0?
Despite the fact that no new stratagems were added to The Standard, there are plays that came close
and that remain under study—perhaps to be included in a future system revision. Ultimately, more
information is needed before their irreducibility can be established. These include:
a. A play called the Shun (aka, stiff-arm, disassociate, de-couple, repudiate, de-support, scorn)
The strategy of one player distancing itself from another – to shun – has long fascinated
Playmaker consultants and students of the system. The stratagem was observed during the
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2008 Presidential election campaign, when candidate Barack Obama was forced to repudiate his
controversial pastor, Rev. Jeremiah Wright.
b. A play called the Snub (aka, exclude, ignore, disavow)
The strategy of one player deliberately omitting another from play action – to snub – also
remains under consideration. The stratagem was observed in May 2009 when French President
Nicolas Sarkozy neglected to invite Queen Elizabeth II to observe the 65th anniversary of the
Normandy coast D-day landings. The Queen, who was the only living head-of-state to have
served in uniform during World War II, was reportedly incensed at her exclusion by Sarkozy.
Media and political commentators agreed it was a deliberate strategy to prevent his
overshadowing.
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New Technology: A Mobile Playmaker System
With the well-tested System 2.0 and its improved ease-of-use comes the responsibility of delivering it to
our client-users, graduate students and system adherents. To that end, Playmaker Systems is launching
its first iOS application for iPhone and iPad. Called Playcaller™, we envision it as the definitive go-to app
for the mobile-minded influence strategist—whether it’s the political strategist whose client was just
Called Out by an opposing-party rival or the collaborative-minded CSR manager who wants to accelerate
the plays of a partner program.
Realizing that Playmaker adherents all have various levels of familiarity and expertise in the system, we
designed the app to operate in two modes:
1. CALL A PLAY: USE THE TOOL. For the novice, the “Call a Play” mode walks the user through a
three-step process. The simple decision tree structure follows the taxonomic order of The
Standard Table of Influence so that users arrive at the play they wish to employ or (b) think is
being employed on them. Once at the play, users can (c) go back if they thinks it’s the wrong
play or (d) explore the full play flashcard and consult its Pro Guidance for full options to Decode,
Counter and Collaborate, as well as learn about the play’s Pros, Cons, Purposes and Examples.
2. DRILL DOWN: USE THE TABLE. For the familiar user, the “Explore the Table” mode takes users
directly to The Standard Table of Influence, where they can tap any play type or surrogate and
instantly consult Pro Guidance™ for full options to Decode, Counter and Collaborate, as well as
learn about the play’s Pros, Cons, Purposes and Examples.
3. SOCIAL AND SHARE. In both modes, there is built-in functionality to share a play through email
or via Facebook and Twitter. Users can also interact with Certified Playmaker Consultants
through the Playmaker Systems corporate Facebook Wall, allowing users to exchange best
practices and interact with these seasoned experts of influence strategy.
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Epilogue: Influence Strategy Today and Tomorrow
From the inception of The Playmaker’s Standard in 2006, it was understood that the system would one
day be updated, and many times more thereafter. In fact, for such a system to be applicable and
provide value to its users, it has to be reviewed and revised to reflect new research, best practices and
lessons-learned from its implementation. The result, we believe, is a more relevant, compact, easy-touse standard by which to measure and manage the otherwise abstract and subjective discipline of
influence and the unique strategies that underlie it.
Where and how The Playmaker Influence Decision System 2.0 progresses are exciting questions. But
with the benefit of this review process, Playmaker architects are acutely aware of what the system is
structured to realize today and where it can be taken and applied tomorrow. Among others, it can be
used as an extraction device to derive intent and motive from the petabytes of unstructured data arising
from Internet and social media channels. Or it can be used as a decision-support system to allow
practitioners of counter-insurgency communications or information warfare to arrive at the optimal
influence stratagem. The potentials are open and unknown, and with luck, clever people will make
improvements to and drive products off the system or others like it.
Regardless of the system’s trajectory, its stability is now higher and its ease-of-use improved. We hope
you appreciate this as much as we do.
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Appendix
The following terms and resources are referenced in this whitepaper. They are graphically represented
to clarify the evolution of The Playmaker Influence Decision System, from version 1.0 to version 2.0

The Playmaker’s Standard, version 1.0 (a.k.a., “The Playmaker’s Table”)
Notice the now defunct Detach subclass and its housing of Pass and Pause. Also present is the now
relegated Leak stratagem in the second spot under the Divert subclass. Other significant changes are the
old name designations of the “Lure” and “Attack” subclasses and the reclassification of eight stratagems,
including Pass, Pause, Challenge, Bait, Peacock, Preempt/Trump, Draft and Crazy Ivan.
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The Standard Table of Influence™ (version 2.0)
The updated Standard Table of Influence is the most significant of the 2.0 updates. It’s easier to use,
symmetrically elegant, and more precise. Notice the color-coded subclasses, the creation of an
Independent category, the dissolution of the Detach subclass, the renaming of the Preempt and Provoke
subclasses, the reclassification of eight plays, and the revised surrogate acronyms.
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Factors at Play (version 1.0)
Notice that Tangibles, Intangibles, Policies and X-Factors stand alone in the 1.0 iteration, whereas they
are folded into an updated “Conditions to Consider” parent in Standard Factors of Influence, version 2.0.
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Standard Factors of Influence™ (version 2.0)
The updated Standard Factors of Influence is taxonomically simpler and ontologically more complete.
Notable additions are the inclusion of Conditions to Consider and the reassignment of the Leak
stratagem’s core characteristics (Exclusivity) into Variables to Adjust.
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The Playmaker’s Process™ (version 1.0)
Notice the asymmetry of this earlier iteration. Among its flaws were that it could not account for focal
player and target play interaction. In addition, step 4 in this process is redundant as it overlaps with the
red triangle-ear graphic, which signifies “stop and listen.”
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Standard Cycles of Influence™ (version 2.0) Basic
In this updated version, a basic cycle is represented whereby the blue focal player’s play action overlaps
with the red target player’s activity. In addition, the steps have been shortened from five to four, each
embracing classic concepts of popular linear planning models.
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Standard Cycles of Influence™ (version 2.0) Tricyclic
The tricyclic Standard Cycle of Influence is a breakthrough for the Playmaker Influence Decision System.
It moves beyond bilateral gamesmanship and demonstrates a four-player continuum using standard
wargaming color conventions for the focal player (blue), competitors/adversarial player (red),
collaborators/partners and allies (green) and customers, constituents and others (grey).
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